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ABSTRACT

Our body clock causes considerable variations in our behavioral, mental, and physical processes, including alertness,
throughout the day. While much research has studied technology usage patterns, the potential impact of underlying biological processes on these patterns is under-explored. Using data
from 20 participants over 40 days, this paper presents the first
study to connect patterns of mobile application usage with
these contributing biological factors. Among other results,
we find that usage patterns vary for individuals with different body clock types, that usage correlates with rhythms of
alertness, that app use features such as duration and switching
can distinguish periods of low and high alertness, and that app
use reflects sleep interruptions as well as sleep duration. We
conclude by discussing how our findings inform the design
of biologically-friendly technology that can better support
personal rhythms of performance.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s increasingly technological, constantly-connected,
hustle-bustle societies, mounting pressures to boost alertness
and work output are leading to a commonly encountered mindset that human performance can be optimized — even “hacked”
[60] — in order to sustain maximum levels of lasting productivity. Personal productivity tools further reinforce an ideal
of persistent “busyness” [49]. Additionally promoted is an
“early bird gets the worm” attitude, which argues that the most
productive people rise the earliest and implies that adopting
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such behavior is a reliable path to reaching high levels of
achievement and success [2].
Such attempts at optimizing performance rarely take into account both inter- and intra-individual variability in biological
characteristics [84] — namely the “internal timing” of the
body clock [73], which produces individually-variable fluctuations in cognitive and physical performance. Similarly,
technologies aimed at supporting productivity are typically
designed on assumptions that our capabilities over the course
of a day are steady (or could be made steady).
In reality, biological clocks influence our performance levels, which naturally rise and fall throughout the day [14]. In
addition, the circadian rhythms these body clocks generate
vary between individuals. A person’s “chronotype” represents
his or her unique circadian profile [16], which manifests in
biological and behavioral differences such as the timing of
hormone secretions [73] and the predisposition to sleep and
wake earlier or later [30] (i.e., “early birds” and “night owls”).
Circadian misalignment results when any behavior — including sleeping, waking, or doing cognitive tasks — occurs at
the wrong phase with respect to one’s underlying circadian
rhythms [79]. Problems rooted in circadian misalignment
affect daily life for millions of people [58]. Chronic circadian misalignment is linked to increased mortality in animal
studies; and while it is often confounded with sleep deprivation for humans, research associates detrimental cognitive,
behavioral, and physiological consequences with even brief
circadian misalignment [44]. Working out of sync with our
individual circadian rhythms of performance can thus not only
be frustrating and fruitless but actually harmful, with serious
long-term consequences for our health and well-being [30].
We see an opportunity for “circadian-aware” technologies
that account for individual, innate variations in performance
and reduce the risks of circadian misalignment. Calendars,
for instance, typically treat hours and tasks as commodities
instead of helping people schedule in accordance with their
own historical patterns of alertness. Similarly, notifications
arrive at any time of day or night on the sender’s schedule,
not the receiver’s — and though there has been much research
around interruption management (e.g., [7]), it tends to focus on
minimizing disruption rather than whether the person currently

has the cognitive capability to respond to a particular kind of
notice. A greater awareness of our innate biological rhythms
could positively impact the way we design such technology,
which could in turn support improved productivity and overall
well-being on a broadly deployable scale.
Given that smartphones now mediate a wide range of daily
behaviors from work to entertainment activities, mobile usage
can provide informative cues for understanding individual
performance. This is especially true for the young individuals
comprising our population of interest in this study, for whom
mobile ownership and usage — as well as the risks of circadian
misalignment — are particularly high.
As the first study to investigate the relationship between circadian rhythms and mobile app use, this paper thus builds
on chronobiological foundations about daily performance
rhythms and uses logged mobile behaviors to make the following contributions:
• Using data from 20 participants over 40 days, we illustrate
daily and weekly rhythmic patterns in application use, particularly when it comes to productivity and entertainment
app use, the volume and timing of which show associations with biological aspects including chronotype traits,
alertness levels, and sleep behaviors. We incorporate qualitative interviews to further contextualize and interpret these
statistical findings.
• Through these analyses, we show how mobile-mediated
behavioral traces can be leveraged as part of circadian-aware
passive sensing of latent biological characteristics.
• Finally, we provide future steps and discuss how our findings can inform the design of novel technologies for mobile
and beyond. We consider both tools that increase awareness
of personal rhythms and current alertness levels as well
as adaptive systems that can model circadian aspects of
daily functioning, personalize experiences accordingly, and
overall more flexibly support productivity and well-being.
RELATED WORK
Understanding and Leveraging Technology Use

It is now well-established that ownership and use of smartphones are at all-time highs and climbing. In the United States,
over 90% of people own cellphones and 72% own smartphones
[66], and it is estimated 80% of adults globally will have a
smartphone by 2020 [26]. The most recent statistics report that
ownership has already reached 86% for our study population,
U.S. “millennials” in the 18-34 year old age range, who are
also the heaviest and most habituated users: 52% claim they
could not last more than 24 hours without their phones; 90%
sleep with or next to their phones; 54% report checking their
phones “almost constantly”; and 90% check at least once an
hour even during social situations such as meals, meetings,
and conversations [11].
This increasing ubiquity of mobile phones has resulted in a
growing interest to understand smartphone use. Many studies
have focused on depicting common quantitative patterns in
usage data. For instance, researchers have developed automated and manual usage sampling frameworks in order to

report on prevalent types of applications, typical chains of
application use, and when and where apps get used [10, 12,
27, 28]. Such contextual information has also been used to
model app launching, navigation, organization, and revisitation behaviors [34, 40] as well as to make personalized app
launching predictions [77, 87, 88]. Smaller scale qualitative
studies have provided insights into how factors such as users’
socio-economic status [67], emotions [48], and social context
[21] can all influence individuals’ smartphone use habits.
A related strand of research has focused on how usage data
can reflect characteristics of users at both individual and aggregate levels. Particularly relevant to our work are studies
that leverage usage patterns to investigate and model aspects
of cognition or sleep.
For example, attention has been linked to the use of particular
types of computer and mobile apps (e.g., email, messaging,
notification trays) as well as certain usage behaviors (e.g.,
window switching and lapses in device use) [52, 64], while
inattention has been associated with short bursts of smartphone
use [62]. Such usage behaviors along with demographic information and contextual data (e.g., time, location, light levels)
have also been used to model boredom [52, 65] and proneness
to boredom based on the types and amount of smartphone
app use [54]. Finally, phone use data (e.g., logs of app use,
outgoing and incoming communication, and screen unlocking)
have been used to predict sleep stages [55], duration [39], and
quality [6].
Such studies have identified consistent patterns of technology
use and have associated emotional or psychological states such
as boredom and inattention with particular usage behaviors.
However, research has yet to provide satisfying trait-based
explanations of these patterns. In particular, we argue for
considering individuals’ unique circadian rhythms. In this
study, we investigate such biologically-rooted factors to offer
novel insights into idiosyncratic use behaviors.
Circadian Rhythms of Alertness

For humans, nearly all physiological and neurobehavioral processes follow roughly 24 hour cycles, referred to as circadian
rhythms [30]. Many aspects of cognitive performance including alertness, attention, reaction time, response inhibition,
short-term and working memory, and higher executive skills
also follow rhythmic patterns [9].
Numerous empirical studies have examined these variations in
human performance, which are modulated by a two-process
model of sleep regulation based on synchronous and opposite
mechanisms. The homeostatic need for sleep follows an hourglass process that accumulates during wake time and abates
during sleep, while the wake-promoting drive is a circadian
process following an approximately 24 hour cycle [30].
As fatigue and the need for sleep accumulate while awake, an
accompanying decrease occurs in cognitive ability and alertness [9]. These effects can become severe. For shift workers,
the increased chance of accidents and injury due to fatigue is
well established [68]. More generally, the impairment effects
of fatigue coupled with the endogenous decrements in cognitive functioning over the day have been equated to alcohol

intoxication [46]. Fatigue also hinders meta-cognition and
one’s ability to self-assess and recognize performance reductions [23], which may lead people to rationalize the sacrifice
of sleep and disregard the well-studied negative impacts of
sleep loss on performance, further compounding fatigue-based
performance losses [83].
In this study, we focus on alertness, a cornerstone of cognitive performance [76], since it correlates with a number of
cognitive functions [4], displays substantial variation over the
course of a day [14], and deteriorates considerably after lost
and interrupted sleep [61].
Circadian-Aware Technology

Research in chronobiology typically studies facets of circadian rhythms and alertness through controlled laboratory experiments in artificial settings. Responding to the need for
more in-situ, longitudinal, inexpensive, and broadly deployable strategies [70], the area of “circadian computing” has
recently emerged within HCI with the aim of leveraging technology usage traces to passively sense biological rhythms and
related behaviors. Preliminary work has focused on modeling sleep events (e.g., onset and duration) and sleep-related
circadian misalignments (e.g., social jet lag and sleep inertia) based on screen on-off patterns [2] and social media and
communication data [59].
These early successes in using technology-mediated behaviors
for circadian assessment suggest that consideration of circadian rhythms will be powerful for both explaining patterns
of technology use and for improving personalization of those
technologies.
In this study, we go beyond sleep modeling to explore and
interpret a number of relationships among full-day functioning,
mobile use, and latent biological traits. In doing so, we also
help contribute to a circadian-aware sensing framework by
identifying ways to capture and analyze usage patterns in
order to passively detect idiosyncratic biological rhythms.
METHOD

In this section, we describe characteristics of our sample and
the data we collected in order to capture their biological traits,
cognitive functioning, and mobile application use.
Participants and Procedure

In this study, we focus on university-aged individuals, who
are at particular risk of circadian misalignment [73]. Additional negative impacts of circadian misalignment that face
this population include learning deficits and impairments to
cognitive performance [17], problems with attention and procrastination [20], and increased stress and risk of drug and
alcohol consumption [80]. At the same time, these individuals
also face a higher risk for developing anxiety, depression, and
other mental and emotional health problems due to mounting
academic demands and pressures to succeed [42]. Further, a
mobile-usage focused methodology is particularly appropriate
for this group given they are the largest, fastest growing, and
most habituated users of mobile technologies, as described
earlier [11, 78].

Our data collection framework, described below, was developed specifically for Android phones, so we required participants to be regular Android users. We recruited using public
mailing lists, recruitment portals, and snowball sampling. Our
final sample consisted of 20 participants (7 males and 13
females) who were all 18-29 years old, Android users, and
willing to participate for the full duration of the study.
To onboard participants, we invited them to our lab, where
we conducted an entry interview and installed, tested, and
demonstrated our data collection tools on their phones. We
also explained procedures, which were administered over the
next 40 days. After that point, participants returned to the
lab so that we could conduct an exit interview and download
collected data. Compensation ranged up to $262 based on
interviews, logged application use data, and the number of
completed sleep diaries and momentary assessments. All
collected data were anonymized and encrypted, and Cornell’s
Institutional Review Board approved all study procedures.
Data

We now describe those data, which included a daily sleep diary,
a 4-times-per-day alertness assessment, phone application use
logs, and in-person interviews.
Sleep and Chronotype

Sleep (including lost and misaligned sleep) has well-known
effects on cognitive performance and alertness [32]. Participants in our study completed once-daily sleep diaries based on
diaries from prior work [2, 59]. Diary entries included questions about the prior night’s bedtime, minutes to fall asleep,
number of wakeups during the night, wake time, total sleep
duration, sleep disruptions experienced, perceived feelings
upon waking, presence and duration of groggy feelings after
waking, and overall alertness and sleepiness [19]. Participants
received a mobile notification each day at 10:30am reminding
them to complete the sleep diary, which had 73% compliance.
Prior research validates the reliability of this self-report journaling for in-situ measurement of per-night sleep [63], and it
is considered less intrusive than body- or environment-based
sensors such as actigraphy.
As previously described, an individual’s chronotype reflects
his or her unique circadian rhythms, which underlie numerous
biological processes, including sleep. To measure chronotype, we administered the Munich ChronoType Questionnaire (MCTQ) [75] during recruitment. The MCTQ has
been clinically validated against sleep logs, the MorningnessEveningness Questionnaire [37], biochemical rhythms (e.g.,
melatonin and cortisol), and actimetry data [73, 74]. The
MCTQ includes questions about sleep and activity timings on
both work and work-free days in order to estimate chronotype
based on the midpoint between sleep onset and waking on free
days (MSF) — i.e., days without an externally-imposed work
or school schedule (typically weekends). MSF is corrected
(MSFSC ) to account for longer sleep durations taken on free
days (SDF ) to compensate for sleep debt accumulated on work
days (SDW ) [75]. Thus, chronotype is a continuous variable
quantified as:
MSFSC = MSF − 0.5 (SDF − (5 ∗ SDW + 2 ∗ SDF )/7)
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Alertness performance for a given session is computed according to its percent deviation from that individual’s baseline,
where individual baseline is computed as the mean reaction
time across all test sessions, after removing false starts and
outliers 2.5 standard deviations above or below the mean [84].
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Figure 1. Distribution of participant chronotypes.

We delivered the EMA four times daily at the start of time
windows defined by prior work [1] for morning, afternoon,
evening, and late night to increase the breadth of coverage
across the day. Participants could complete the assessment
anytime within the time window, providing further variation in
the collection times. For the morning, afternoon, and evening
windows, the average compliance rate was over 75%; the
late night window overlaps with sleep [41] and thus had an
(expected) lower coverage of 14%.
Application Usage Logs

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of chronotypes for our
participants along an established early-late spectrum for a general population [73]. For such a general population, average
MSFSC falls closer to the 4:00-6:00 range. Our participants
trend later (average MSFSC = 5:56) as expected given their
ages. Considering the typically narrow chronotype range associated with this age group, our sample actually provides a
relatively wide variability of chronotypes [73, 75]. Our sample’s distribution is similar to a larger sample of university
students (N=281, average MSFSC = 5:46) from other work
[59] as well as a larger sample of students to whom we deployed the MCTQ for further comparison (N=206, average
MSFSC = 6:16), altogether helping to verify our participants
are representative of our population of interest.
Since how “early” or “late” a person is considered depends
on attributes of their population such as age as well as other
factors like timezone, chronobiologists use the chronotype
distribution of the particular population of interest in order to
determine a fair early vs. late threshold for that group [72].
Thus we follow prior work [69] and treat MSFSC <= 5:00 as
early and MSFSC > 5:00 as late given our sample’s young age
range and corresponding later-skewed chronotype distribution
[35]. This split allows us to obtain groups acceptably balanced
in size and produces an allocation of early and late types
similar to that in prior research focusing on the same age
group [2]. It also provides the highest level of agreement
between MCTQ-measured chronotype, self-perceived lateness
reported during interviews, and earlyness/lateness assessed
via the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire [37], which
we also administered to participants during recruitment as an
additional check on their early/late classifications.
Momentary Assessments

To objectively assess alertness throughout the day, participants completed a brief ecological momentary assessment
(EMA) delivered through a smartphone application we developed. Specifically, the EMA included a 3-minute version of
PVT-Touch [45], a validated smartphone-based psychomotor
vigilance task (PVT). The PVT, which is sensitive to changes
in alertness [8] and is immune to practice or learning effects
[47], measures alertness by displaying a visual stimulus and
recording the elapsed milliseconds before a tactile response.

Participants also installed the AWARE framework, which
senses mobile application usage [29]. We captured the timestamped log of any app coming to the foreground (e.g., app
launches or switches), which we refer to as “usage events”,
along with the duration of use. Most of our analyses focus
on the instances of app foregrounding since prior work shows
this is an informative portrayal of usage behaviors [10, 12,
34, 40, 77], facilitates comparison with related research using
the same metric, and is less prone to measurement errors than
metrics like duration [21]. As they are not indicative of user
behaviors [10], we disregard background apps with which the
user does not interact as well as system-generated activity such
as automated notifications.
To categorize participants’ logged applications, we followed
prior research [10] and used the app’s developer-specified
category in the official Android application market, Google
Play, where each app is associated with a single category.
We filtered out the Tools category since its apps relate to
launcher processes, system activities, and settings, which either are not user-originated actions or do not provide the sorts
of insight we desire into individuals’ app usage behavior [10],
with the exception of clock and weather apps, which we relabeled into a new Time & Weather category. We also filtered
out Health & Fitness apps since they comprised less than 0.1%
of all usage events and by only 3 participants — a proportion
of our sample similar to other findings that only 16% of 18-29
year olds use mobile health apps [31]. Future work could do
well to recruit Health & Fitness app users in order to explore
the relation between app usage and physical performance,
which also exhibits well-known circadian fluctuations [24].
Again following prior work [10], we separated web browsers
and email apps from Communication into more fine-grained
Browser and Email categories. Then, to facilitate analyses and
since we are particularly interested in how the use of productivity versus entertainment-oriented applications might reflect
circadian rhythms of performance, we consolidated a number
of related apps into higher level categories: Entertainment
contains apps originally categorized as Entertainment, Games,
Media & Video, Music & Audio, Photography, or Shopping;
and Productivity contains apps originally categorized as Productivity, Business, Education, or Finance.

Category
Browser
Communication
Email
Entertainment
Productivity
Social Media
Time & Weather

Example Apps
Chrome, Firefox
Facebook Messenger, GroupMe, Phone, SMS
Gmail, Inbox
Clash of Clans, Ebay, Netflix, YouTube
Evernote, OfficeSuite, To Do Reminder, Piazza
Facebook, Twitter, Yik Yak
Clock, Timely, Weather Channel

# of Apps
10
33
3
60
47
14
12

# of Usage Events
17683
32906
5142
9863
3146
27693
1702

Table 1. Categories of applications used by participants along with examples and amounts of applications and usage events.

Manually inspecting all apps within each category, two authors
independently verified, discussed, and came to full agreement
that similar kinds of apps were folded together and that each
resultant parent category fairly represented its contained applications. These categories are shown in Table 1, along with
information about the unique number of apps participants used
from each category and the total number of usage events.
Interviews

To help interpret patterns of alertness, technology usage, and
potential links between the two, we conducted in-person interviews with each participant at the start and end of the study.
Interviews included questions about sleep-wake behaviors and
perceived connections among one’s alertness, fatigue, sleep,
and time of day. We also asked about technology usage habits,
including thoughts about technology’s impact on alertness,
fatigue, or sleep. Finally, we asked about experiences with productivity software and reactions to the idea of circadian-aware
tools. We contextualize quantitative results with representative
quotes throughout the paper.
RESULTS
Application Usage

We begin by exploring the types of applications our participants use along with temporal trends in those use patterns,
across individuals and both within and over days. Wherever
possible, we compare our findings to those from prior work,
both to help assess whether our sample is representative of
larger populations and to highlight and interpret new findings.
Daily Rhythms in Application Usage

Aggregating participants’ usage events, we find the trends
illustrated in Figure 2, with app use overall at its lowest in

early morning, steadily rising and remaining relatively high
from approximately noon until late evening, and then dropping
off. These trends are similar to those observed in prior studies
on daily mobile, computer, and Internet usage (e.g., [10, 53]).
The most heavily used types of applications across all hours of
the day are communication and social media apps. Communication app use is highest between late morning and midnight,
with peaks mid-afternoon and evening, similar to trends other
research has found for phoning and texting [59]. Usage of
social media apps — which, compared to those in the communication category, are used more for consuming social content
rather than communicating — have maximum usage levels
between 7pm and midnight, similar to prior findings that social
media is most heavily used in the late evening [10, 53, 59].
Browser use is relatively stable from morning until late night,
except for dips around 3pm and 10pm, as is email use, which
gradually declines from late morning onward. The use of time
& weather apps spikes around 8–9am, which makes sense
since participants’ sleep diaries indicate nearly 60% of wake
times are within an hour of 8:30am and more than 75% of
participants use the phone as their alarm (similar to findings
that over 80% of individuals use a workday alarm [71]).
Finally, entertainment apps are used more during the same
morning period as well as in mid-afternoon and late night,
while productivity apps show usage peaks at points later in
the morning, afternoon, and evening with a dip mid-day and
dropping off past late evening. These patterns are similar to
those found in prior work [10, 52], though shifted an hour or
so later, likely because our sample is younger and therefore
trends later in terms of activity timing [75].
Weekly Usage Trends

Productivity

Entertainment

Communication

Social Media

Email

Browsing

We also find a distinction in the use of entertainment and
productivity apps across days of the week. Figure 3 presents
the percentage of use for each category on each day, showing
a reversed “scissor” pattern also found in other work [69].
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productivity-based usage events occurring, while Friday and
weekend days see the least use of productivity apps — except
for Wednesday, when only 8% of use events are productivityrelated. Inversely, Wednesday is the day when entertainment
apps are used the most, followed by Friday and weekends.
This mid-week dip resembles a common mid-week sentiment
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dip found in other work [3], and our participants express experiencing a high degree of fatigue on Wednesdays related to
their class schedules — though further study is required to
see if this mid-week effect is consistent inside and outside of
college populations.

Circadian Rhythms Reflected in Application Usage

Overall, these patterns replicate and expand past findings and
provide descriptive insight into types and temporal patterns of
mobile application usage. Yet, while this helps increase our
understanding of what individuals are doing with their phones
over the course of hours and days, more work is necessary to
understand why. In this section, we thus look to chronobiology
to add explanatory bite.
Usage Relative to Internal Time and Alertness

We first explore how usage patterns vary for different chronotypes. As mentioned, chronotype modulates nearly all biological functions [84], including alertness performance [16].
Simply put, earlier chronotypes are more alert earlier in the
day, and later chronotypes function at their peak alertness later
[38].
Comparing the amount of usage events between early and
late types across parts of the day suggests this distinction
might be reflected in differing usage patterns, particularly of
productivity and entertainment apps. Figure 4 shows these
statistically significant differences in app use (p < .05 using
Wilcoxon sign-rank tests) between early and late types, broken
down by application category and time of day. Bars above (or
below) the y axis indicate early types use that type of app at
that time of day the indicated percentage more (or less) than
late types.
That is, in the earlier half of the day, we see early types use
approximately 25% more productivity apps than late types
and 19–29% fewer entertainment apps; while the opposite
effect is observed for evening and night usage, when early
types use 15–50% fewer productivity apps and 22–68% more
entertainment apps than late types.

As mentioned, alertness exhibits well-known fluctuations over
the course of a day [4]. The pattern of peaks and dips in alertness is roughly the same for everyone, but there are individual
differences in the phase of these rhythms that are reflected by
one’s chronotype. To align the phases of circadian rhythms
for different chronotypes, we can shift temporal analyses of
usage patterns to a measure of time that is adjusted to take
chronotype into account.
“External time” (ExT, also known as “clock time” or “local
time”) is the number of hours that have elapsed since midnight (the midpoint of night-time) [18]. “Internal time” (InT,
also known as “body clock time” or “biological time”) is the
number of elapsed hours since an individual’s sleep midpoint,
MSFSC (the midpoint of a person’s biological night) [73, 84].
Internal time is therefore a corrected measure of time that
reflects individual chronotype, calculated as:
InT = ExT − MSFSC
Considering mobile app use in terms of internal time rather
than external time, we see associations with our participants’
innate biological rhythms of alertness (based on PVT performance). Productivity and entertainment apps specifically
show the strongest associations with performance of all app
types in our sample. Specifically, we find a strong positive
correlation between performance and productivity app usage
(r = 0.52, p < .001) — that is, higher alertness performance
is associated with more usage of productivity apps. We do
also find an inverse relationship between performance and
entertainment apps (r = −0.31, p < .05), indicating that lower
alertness relates to increased entertainment app use, though
the correlation is more moderate. Important to note is that
these strong to moderately strong statistically significant associations between alertness and app use do not hold true when
computed using external time.
Figure 5 illustrates alertness together with usage of productivity and entertainment apps over the course of the “biological
day”. Inspecting these trends beginning with the midpoint of
biological night (hour 0 of Internal Time), we see alertness levels gradually rising from the end of sleep through the wakeup
phase. During this same period, usage of entertainment apps
is over 2.4 times higher compared to productivity apps. These
findings resonate with the concept of “sleep inertia”, which
can last for hours, reflects the transition period from sleep to
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full wakefulness, and is characterized by diminished alertness
and vigilance in attention [75]. Nearly three quarters of interviews support this idea of an association between groggy
wakeups and morning entertainment app use (e.g., “I’ll stay on
the phone longer, browsing YouTube, etc, if I’m more tired.”)
Following this wakeup period, alertness performance eventually peaks approximately 7 hours after sleep midpoint, which
agrees with trends found in prior research [14, 83, 84]. At the
same time, the use of productivity applications also ramps up
and reaches its own daily maximum, while the use of entertainment apps falls to one of its minimum levels. Both the
well-studied mid-day alertness dip (during which productivity
is known to drop [14, 56, 57]) and evening rebound [22, 50]
are also observed in our participants’ alertness patterns and
align with a productivity app use dip and peak, respectively.
Finally, as biological night approaches, alertness is known to
fade [84]. Our data show this same trend in diminished alertness. (The outlier spikes at InT=1:00 and InT=23:00 result
from sparse data since this period overlaps with sleep). In
parallel, productivity app use also falls off while entertainment
app use stays more elevated. In interviews, participants commonly mentioned nightly habits related to watching videos or
playing games (e.g., “Every time before I go to bed, I play a
card game until I feel sleepy.”)
Gauging Alertness Level from App Use Features

We next explore how alertness may be reflected through additional usage features beyond the time of day an app is used.
Using technology for a longer amount of time has been associated with procrastination, inattention, and lack of devoted
concentration [59]. In addition, switching among different
tasks and computer windows has shown relations with capacity for sustained attention, distractibility, and boredom [52,
53]. Such prior work suggests that the metrics of app use
duration, diversity, and switching (defined as follows) may
therefore be particularly relevant to alertness.
• Duration: Mean # of seconds per usage session during T
• Diversity: Total # of distinct apps used during T
• Switching: Total # of app switches during T

We calculate these features based on usage in a given hour
window (T) surrounding an alertness measurement and use
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests to compare these features during low and high alertness states. Guided by prior work, we
set thresholds for low and high alertness according to whether
a PVT measurement is above or below that participant’s individual baseline — i.e., is a positive value in the range (0, 1] or
is a negative value in the range [-1, 0), respectively [84].
To clarify, a usage “session” represents a period of interaction marked by unlocking the phone and is comprised of any
number of app foreground events. Our participants’ overall
durations of usage show good agreement with durations found
in prior work [10, 28, 88]. During periods of low alertness,
we find duration of use is over 20% higher as seen in Table 2.
Interviews agree usage becomes more “bottomless”, “stuck”,
and “harder to get off”. Participants also switch apps 33%
more when alertness is low, though they do not necessarily
switch among a larger set of distinct apps, as app diversity
shows no significant difference between alertness states.
Connecting App Use and Alertness with Sleep

Lastly, we study app use, alertness, and sleep. Variation in
performance is made most evident by sleep loss [32], with the
largest effects on alertness, working memory, and cognitive
throughput [51]. In addition to impairing performance directly,
inadequate sleep is also associated with subsequent feelings
of fatigue [46]. Conversely, extending sleep enhances learning and problem solving [86]; with adequate sleep duration
improving energy, alertness, and reaction time [43, 75].
Comparing sleep duration according to participants’ sleep
journals with their app use the following day, we find that less
sleep is correlated with less productivity-oriented usage (r =
0.43, p < .05) and more use of entertainment apps (r = −0.19,
p < .05), for both weekdays and weekends.
A more coarse grained measure of sleep duration adequacy
also shows statistically and practically significant differences.
Specifically, if we consider sleep lasting 7–9 hours as “adequate” following established guidelines and prior research [15,
59], then we find participants use productivity apps an average
of 61% more after nights of adequate as opposed to inadequate
sleep (Cohen’s d = 0.48, p < .05) while entertainment apps
are used 33% more on average after an inadequate amount of
sleep (Cohen’s d = 0.24, p < .05).
Interviews provide qualitative detail about sleep loss and
subsequent fatigue manifesting through increased usage of
entertainment-based apps, which participants described as enabling “mindless”, “passive” interactions; while on the other
hand, they associated feeling rested, energized, and alert with
more “intentional”, “directed”, and “productive” usage.

Finally, recent studies continue to suggest links between
nightly technology usage and sleep problems — particularly
when it comes to usage delaying sleep onset and cutting into
sleep time [13, 59, 81, 85]. We find a mild relationship between the number of experienced sleep interruptions according
to daily diaries and the number of app usage events sensed
between sleep onset and waking (rs = 0.46, p < 0.05). This
indicates app use data might help to assess sleep disruptions
— though, the phone itself might be a culprit of disruption in
the first place. In interviews, the majority of our participants
described turning their phone to silent overnight to avoid such
sleep interruptions. However, even phantom notifications can
sometimes awaken them (e.g., “Sometimes I wake up as if I’m
expecting something, like an email or a text, and will check
my phone. I imagine that if I didn’t have technology, I’d have
a sound sleep.”)
These results demonstrate how app usage can provide informative signals when assessing sleep duration, interruption, and
associated feelings of alertness and fatigue. However, they
also reveal a disruptive potential of mobile devices and the corresponding adherence-overuse tension, which deserves careful
consideration from system designers as well as researchers
who leverage digital traces from these systems.

DISCUSSION

Our goal in this research was to bring a biological perspective
to the interpretation of how and why individuals use their
phones in particular ways. In this study, we focused on using
mobile application logs to explore how patterns of mobile
use relate to and can reflect chronotype, alertness, and sleep.
Going beyond prior works’ descriptions of diurnal variations
in app use, we offer biological factors behind these variations,
which both hold explanatory power and provide opportunities
for modeling and intervention.

The Key Role of Chronotype

Aggregating temporal trends in mobile app use, we observed
patterns similar to those found in prior work, with overall usage elevated in late morning and late evening. Focusing more
closely on the inverse patterns of productivity and entertainment apps, we found productivity apps reach usage peaks in
late morning, late afternoon, and evening, as well as on most
workdays; while entertainment apps are most used in early
morning, mid-day, and late night, as well as on weekends and
during the mid-week dip on Wednesday. Further, given the
known impact of sleep on performance, we examined sleep in
relation to app use and found that less sleep correlates with
less productivity app use and more entertainment app use.
Interested in why individuals might be using mobile applications in these ways, we looked to the chronobiology behind
cognitive functioning and first compared the app use of early
and late chronotypes. We found that during earlier parts of the
day, early types use productivity apps a statistically significant
amount more and entertainment apps a significant amount less
than late types, who exhibited the opposite patterns.
We further took the internal time of the body clock into consideration by analyzing usage trends with an adjusted timescale
based on biological time rather than external clock time. Findings affirmed that both early and late types use productivity
apps during their optimal performance times. We then compared alertness states using additional usage features, finding
that when alertness is lower, individuals use their phones for
more time and switch back and forth more between apps.
Our finding that accounting for internal time makes temporal
relationships between app use and alertness clearer has broad
implications for studies that model human behavior across
time. As an example, consider research that aggregates sentiment using external clock time to study daily rhythms in
mood expressed in Twitter (e.g., [33]). The same analyses, but
corrected to internal time, would be intriguing; and given the
extent mood correlates with alertness and circadian rhythms
[43], we suspect the results would be even more striking.

Connecting Usage Patterns and Alertness Rhythms
Alertness, Social Media, and Communication Apps

A central contribution of our work is using biological rhythms
to provide a foundation for explaining rhythms of alertness
and how they may manifest in technology-mediated behaviors.
Higher level theoretical constructs such as cognitive engagement and 2-axis models of attentional states have been used in
prior work studying digital activity [52], which has employed
‘Boredom’ as an explanatory variable. However, boredom is
a higher order construct that is underpinned by lower level
processes like sustained attention and vigilance in alertness
[25], and chronobiology offers an explanation of individual
daily rhythms in these aspects of performance.

Though many of our analyses focused on the app types that
consistently exhibited the strongest patterns (productivity and
entertainment apps), we would like to point out that social
media and communication apps, which together accounted for
over half of all usage events, can also send informative signals.
Specifically, we found these apps’ usage to be elevated during
biological morning, and nearly all participants described using
social media apps as a way to “ease” themselves into the day
(e.g., “To wake myself up, I’ll have to look at things on the
phone like Facebook or Tumblr.”)

We expect that throughout the day, people fluctuate to an
extent across these attentional state boundaries depending
on their tasks, interactions, and other contextual factors —
but that circadian rhythm factors present a consistent limit
to our cognitive performance and hence are most helpful in
understanding individual performance (and in turn, could be
practically useful in the planning of cognitively demanding
activities).

Also notable is the fact that participants’ morning classes often fall within their phase of sleep-inertia. The majority of
participants described using their phones in lectures when
tired, bored, or unable to concentrate, for instance to help keep
themselves awake — which they explained was particularly
necessary for morning classes (e.g., “In morning classes, I
have less attention and am very tired so I’ll browse the phone.
Using tactics like social media, I focus on the screen to try

to keep my eyes open.”) Such findings suggest that the learning impairments associated with lectures being scheduled at
biologically unsuitable times may be further compounded by
this compensating phone usage, given the negative impacts
on learning associated with this type of distracting technology
usage in the classroom [36].
Throughout the day, participants appear to continue turning to
social media and communication apps when experiencing low
alertness (e.g., “I go for apps that don’t require much mental
energy when fatigued. Facebook, YikYak.”), including during
the mid-day dip when these apps are used more than any other
category.
Reaching the day’s end, we found social media and communication apps also interplayed significantly with behaviors
before and during sleep, with over 50% of sensed sleep interruptions corresponding to social media app use alone. All
participants but two reported in interviews that they use their
phone within 30 minutes of sleep, and half of participants
reported using it “immediately” before (e.g., “I use my phone
directly before bed — Messenger, email, Facebook. Any notification.”) This suggests that social media use is a major
driver of our finding that the number of nightly usage events
moderately correlates with experienced sleep interruptions.
Altogether, these findings align with usage patterns found in
other research in this area, with circadian rhythms providing explanatory power. Our work builds on such research by
providing evidence that biological rhythms exert a strong influence on patterns of alertness and by demonstrating how these
patterns could potentially be detected automatically through
smartphone app use.
Biologically-Friendly Productivity Technology

This ability to leverage these mobile traces to model alertness and other circadian rhythms can support circadian-aware
systems: technologies that could account for individual,
biologically-driven levels of alertness and that would likely be
practically useful for improving productivity. Particularly
promising classes of technology include scheduling tools,
circadian-adaptive systems, and those that raise awareness
of individual rhythms. Below, we consider each in turn.
First, technology for improving scheduling could take alertness rhythms into account. For instance, a circadian-aware
calendar could match alertness models with tasks that are more
or less cognitively intensive. It might also recommend group
meetings or study sessions at times when most participants
are likely to be closer to peak alertness, suggest groups whose
members share similar chronotypes and might synchronize
more easily, or make recommendations for class scheduling
that align with students’ daily and weekly alertness patterns.
Another fertile area is the development of adaptive systems
that could automatically personalize experiences or alter interface displays based on circadian profiles and current alertness
levels. For instance, mobile notification delivery could better
align distractions and interruptions with circadian rhythms
of cognition. Productivity tools that block access to potentially distracting websites or applications might adjust their

restricted usage times to match those when a particular user
needs to protect periods of high alertness.
A third line of research could pursue designs that increase
awareness of both current state and the impact our biological
clock has on alertness. Since people may not be aware of their
alertness in the moment [23] nor have a good sense of why and
when they experience alertness fluctuations, systems capable
of momentary alertness detection and longer term alertness
prediction could help individuals make more informed choices
— for instance when it comes to deciding when to study or
when contemplating whether an “all-nighter” will be productive in the long run or instead lead to diminishing returns.
More generally, these tools might help both students and educators become more attuned to how individual rhythms relate
to the times students are expected to cognitively perform. Already at-risk students under academic pressures are increasingly turning to stimulants to artificially heighten performance
and extend working hours [5]; however, a chronobiological
perspective suggests that consistently elevated alertness is illadvised and contradicts our biology. Thus, we argue that our
research and design ideas should not be posed as helping us
work harder, longer hours. Rather, by incorporating an awareness of internal biological timing into research on alertness
and technology, we hope to move towards a vision of systems
that are designed in a way to support individually flexible work
timing, healthy productivity goals, and overall well-being.
Considerations, Limitations, and Future Work

We focused on smartphone usage because of a number of
advantages outlined earlier; however, depending solely on
behavioral signals from phones does ignore useful data from
other sources. In particular, we are likely missing some use
of productivity tools that work better on devices with larger
screens and better input methods (e.g., laptops), which would
be desirable to consider in future work. Further, our mobilebased momentary assessment approach is itself a source of
potential confounds as it can impact attention [82] and usage,
suggesting the value of exploring more unobtrusive sensing.
Such alternative sensing strategies could also capture aspects
of alertness that may manifest through non-use of phones.
Likewise, it would be worthwhile to study phone usage behaviors beyond instances of app use (i.e., an app taking the
foreground). Many of our analyses focused on this starting
point of app use since it is a well accepted, easily comparable,
and reliably captured metric, as described earlier. We note
that this does mean a 15 second interaction and a 15 minute
interaction could potentially appear the same way as individual usage events; however, the former case would likely look
different because other app use events would tend to happen
during the additional 14.75 minutes, especially considering
the amount of app switching we observed. Still, we recognize
the value in future work to look deeper into other metrics of
usage such as duration, revisitations, or chains of app use that
may offer additional insights.
In addition, although our application categorization is broadly
useful, it is unable to account well for apps that can be used
in ways that map to both low and high alertness. For instance,

elevated use of entertainment apps is observed in both low
and high alertness states. A potential explanation suggested
by interviews is that “lightweight” games that do not require
much mental energy (e.g., “mindless puzzle games”) are used
primarily when fatigued, bored, distracted, and for procrastination; whereas games played when feeling energetic and alert
tend to require more focus and attention (e.g., “active strategy games”). Similarly, correlations between our participants’
email use and alertness, together with interview data, suggest
that checking email may be more productivity-oriented earlier
in the day and more about “killing time” or socializing later
on and especially before bed. Modeling the actual behaviors
enacted in apps, though challenging, might therefore give a
clearer picture of the relationships between biology, alertness,
and technology use.
Finally, it would be desirable to investigate how our findings
generalize beyond this study’s population of interest. For reasons provided earlier, we focused on college students as a
vulnerable and valuable population to study, but patterns are
likely different for people of other age groups or who have
different roles and work responsibilities. It is also possible that
users of non-Android phones behave differently. Further, we
did not explicitly control for characteristics like class schedules, course load, or a number of other factors that might exert
an influence. Thus extending this work to larger and more
diverse samples would be a natural future direction, as would
expanding models to include additional characteristics of participants and their contexts. Still, as the first study looking at
mobile application use as a soft measure for studying circadian rhythms of alertness, we have obtained a variety of useful
findings relevant to researchers interested in chronobiology,
mobile sensing, or personalized technology design.
CONCLUSION

In this study, we combined passively collected smartphone
data with qualitative data and an understanding of circadian
rhythms of performance to gain a richer picture of both individual patterns of smartphone use as well as how usage trends
reflect latent biological characteristics.
Drawing on a body of work from chronobiology to factor in
biological influences, our study complements prior research
on how external factors such as work environment, type of
task, or individual motivational factors can affect focus and
performance. Accounting for underlying biological rhythms
sheds light on how app usage logs can reflect chronotype,
alertness, and sleep — particularly in terms of productivity
and entertainment app usage, which have daily and weekly
rhythms, differ in amount and timing for different chronotypes,
align with trends in alertness performance, and correlate with
adequate and inadequate sleep.
This increased understanding of innate, idiosyncratic patterns
of alertness and how they may manifest through app use behaviors introduces possibilities for modeling alertness and
other biological characteristics from unobtrusively captured
mobile application data. In turn, such circadian-aware passive sensing can lead to opportunities for systems that support
smarter scheduling, provide circadian-adaptive experiences,

and raise individual and institutional awareness of the lack
of synchronicity between timetables and optimal cognitive
performance.
Given that biological rhythms of alertness vary from individual to individual and that working contrary to them can have
serious negative health and productivity consequences, these
visions of biologically-friendly technology can have considerable impacts on individual, organizational, and societal levels.
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